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The intervertebral discs make up one fourth of the spinal column's length. There are no discs
between The discs allow some vertebral motion: extension and flexion. Individual disc You May
Also LikeCervical Spine Anatomy Animation.
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In this article, we shall look at the anatomy of the brachial plexus – its formation The roots of the
brachial plexus are formed by the anterior divisions of spinal. The central nervous system or CNS
include the brain and spinal cord. Knowledge of the anatomical projection of fibers of the
different tracts and the relative. If you don't have a background in anatomy (or if your memory
just isn't what it used The spine is made up of the cervical - neck, thoracic - upper back, rib area.
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better known as your backbone, is a strong yet flexible
multipurpose structure. It holds the weight of your.
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provides an image of the parts of the shoulder and describes its function, shoulder problems, and
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in the world today on all hip-related issues, with sections dedicated to the anatomical,
physiological, and basic science considerations of total hip arthroplasty. Simulab is a medical
technology company, dedicated to replicating human anatomy, and turning it into realistic, easyto-use training tools that help save lives. Orthopedics is a book containing the following 32
chapters: Anatomy, Ankle Disorders, Cervical Spine Disorders, Cervicobrachial Disorders,
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Doctors categorize Chiari malformation into three types, depending on the anatomy of the brain
tissue that is displaced into the spinal canal, and whether. 11:15-11:45 Congenital spine
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Enlarge Anatomy of the bone, drawing shows spongy bone, red marrow, and a microscope for
signs that leukemia cells have spread to the brain and spinal. In this article, we shall look at the
anatomy of the ascending tracts, and consider their In the spinal cord, information travels via the
dorsal (posterior) columns. Relevant Anatomy. The vestibular system, which is the system of
balance, consists of 5 distinct end organs: 3 semicircular canals that are sensitive to angular.
It gets its own term because the spine can be almost vertical or mostly Now that you know the
anatomy of letterforms, let's get into the terms related to spacing:. In the spinal cord, the
somatosensory system includes ascending pathways from the This is a pictorial representation of
the anatomical divisions of the primary. The brain and the spinal cord make up the central
nervous system. Messages can also travel through the spinal nerves which branch out from the
spinal cord.

